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Store ‘n’ Go Portable Hard Drive
The new series of Verbatim Store ‘n’ Go portable hard drives combine backup, synchronization, 

and power saving features in a palm sized portable drive. Make travelling with your digital life easier 

with the light, compact and stylish Store’n’Go portable hard drive, no external power is needed just 

plug and play! The hardest decision to make will be which of the 11 colours to choose.

Included with the Verbatim Store `n` Go Portable Hard Drive are two software packages, 

including Nero BackItUp and Burn Essentials, which combine three important functions in just 

one piece of software: as well as regularly backing-up all files and folders, users can also burn 

photos, videos or other data content onto CD, DVD or Blu-ray Disc, and recover damaged files 

with Nero RescueAgent. The GREEN BUTTON software reduces energy consumption and extends 

the drive’s life expectancy by automatically placing the Verbatim Store `n` Go into sleep mode 

after a programmed period of time or by the user manually clicking on the GREEN BUTTON on 

the desktop.
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Store ‘n’ Go Portable Hard Drive
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New generation of smaller and 

lighter portable hard drives ideal 

for carrying with you in any pocket 

or handbag.

Lightweight Stylish Design
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Desktop @ home

Desktop @ office Notebook @  travel

Synchronization 
Nowadays, it is very common to possess more than one computer, such as a PC at your home 

and office and maybe also a notebook. The Verbatim Store’n’Go portable hard drive features 

synchronisation software enabling you to synchronise files between two folders. The folders can 

be located on the same computer or on different computers and devices. For example, you can 

synchronise your desktop computer with your laptop to make sure that relevant directories contain 

the same contents.

There are five synchronisation settings for you to choose from: Mirror, Copy, Partial Synchronisation, 

Update and Partial Mirror which gives you full control over how the data on different computer 

devices are synchronised.
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Data Back up - Secure your Data

Featured with a range of back up choices, 

the Verbatim Store’n’Go portable hard drive 

enables you to safeguard your important data 

in just a few clicks. Automatic back up can be 

set up to schedule your backup on a regular 

basis which makes sure your data is secured in 

case of a hard drive crash.

Furthermore, the way you back up can be 

customised. You can take control of the full 

scope of data you want to back up such as your 

whole hard drive or selective drives or folders 

on your computer. Your backup method can 

be adjusted depending on whether you wish 

to back up a full data set every time or an 

additional data set which will include only the 

changes made between backups. 
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Data Back up - Secure your Data

Password and encryption features are also 

included If you wish to protect your data or 

prevent access to your data without your 

permission.

Verbatim’s Store’n’Go portable hard drive 

backup utility is also equipped with a data 

verification function which will verify an 

existing backup. The verification process gives 

you the confidence to know that your back-up 

was successfully created and can be used for a 

restore process if necessary.
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Green Button -  Energy Saving
The GREEN BUTTON software reduces energy consumption and extends the drive’s life 

expectancy by automatically placing the Verbatim Store ̀ n` Go into sleep mode after a programmed 

period of time or by the user manually clicking on the GREEN BUTTON on the desktop.

Green button software enables you to 

control when to suspend the hard drive to 

save energy. 

 Anytime when the hard drive is idle, just 

clicking “suspend now” button can turn the 

hard drive to “sleep mode” to save energy 

consumption. 


